


Whereas JCPRG compiles CPND produced in Japanese 

experimental facilities， parts ofNRDF data are transported as 
CPND in EXFOR(10). Thus， JCPRG contributes as a member 

of nuc1ear reaction data cent巴rs(NRDC) coordinated by the 
IAEANDS(11). 

III. IntelligentPad -Meme media architecture・

The IntelligentPad architecture has been proposed and de-
veloped at Hokkaido University since 1987(4). The deve1op-

ment was started as making somewhat object-oriented system 

construction too1kit that is based on the graphica1 user inter-

face (GUI). A pad in the Intel1igentPad can be treated as an 
object of GUI， 1ike a view of“rea1 paper padぺandeach pad 

has functions such as data contro1 programs， input/output de-
vices between other pads， and so on. On this environment， pro-
gramming of too1s can be carried out by intuitively pasting 

and pee1ing off operation with pads. In addition， through the 
research and the deve10pment of the Intel1igentPad，負mdamen-

ta1 prospect and directivity of this architecture are c1arified: 
Intel1igentPad is not on1y a specific so食warepackage， but also 
a fundamenta1 environment architecture to support the effec-

tive utilization of computerized resources. It is cal1ed Meme 
media architecture(4) 

As shown in Re王(4)，Meme media is the environment that 
shares and re-uses the resources of al1 ov巴rthe world connected 

to the Intemet. In order to develop and en1ighten this architec-

印re，more than 60 Japanese and other foreign companies or-
ganize the Intel1igentPad Consortium (IpC)(J2). Furthermore， 
in the future， the keme1 system of the IntelligentPad wil1 be 
distributed freely to al1 users. Recently， the Intel1igentPad sys・
tem is avai1ab1e as some commercia1 software packages on 
persona1 computers(13，14)， 

IV. CONTIP 

L System Design 

Figure 1 shows a basic image of network communications 

ofthis system. Using a database management system (DBMS) 

based on SQL， we construct the NRDF data management server 

on a UNIX workstation. UniSQL (15) is adopted for the present 

system， Using a common gateway interface (CGI) on this 

server， the network communications between the NRDF server 

and c1ients are achieved. 
We have constructed this CONTIP c1ient on MS-Win-

Fig. 1 Network-based system design. 
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Fig.2 Ov巴rvi巴wofthe system 

dows95，98刷 工basedIntelligentPad(13)， Fig. 2 shows the overall 

appearance of CONTIP for the NRDF data retrieval system. 

On this system， each uti1ity component is constructed as a com田

position of primitive pads. F or example， database proxy pad is 
used for the connection to the database server. We construct 

“Data navigation pad" and “Data retrieval pad" composing the 
database proxy pad and other primitive pads， The functions of 

these composite pads are given in the fol1owing. 

2. A Reference Example and Functions of the Trial System 

We show a reference examp1e to discuss features of the 

present system， Suppose that user wants to retrieve the data of 

the 238U(p， X) X reaction， the procedure is shown in the fo1-
10wing steps (1)， (2)， and (3). 

(1) Data Navigation 

As a first step， we show the function of data navigation pads. 
Using this pad， existence ofthe 238U(P，X) is navigated. Figure 

3 shows each step of the search: i) Set the network address of 

SQL server. ii) Specify the two attributes ofthe NRDF data-

base， in this case， target and projecti1e. iii) Execute the search 

with a c1ick the “QUERY" button on the pad， 

Thus， the result is displayed on a grid in the midd1e region 

ofthe pad. The status ofthe NRDF database is mapped in 2・

dimensiona1 xヲvp1ane， where x-and y.司 correspondto targets 

and projecti1es， respectively. Dark co1ored points show the 
NRDF database has some reaction data for the target (x)， and 
projecti1e (y). In this way， we find NRDF has some data about 

the 238U(p，X)X reaction. Using c1ick and drag operations， a 
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Fig. 3 Data navigation pad. 
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